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Abstract
Advanced societies require a means of rewarding cooperation and storing value.
Physical currency was created by humans as a formal means of reward for cooperation
in achieving certain objectives and as a store of value. Before formal currencies existed
there were informal currencies like barter that had limited transferability. One such
informal currency that has changed little throughout centuries is favors. Favors are a
socio-economic phenomenon that are universally present in all human societies; make
up a large portion of the informal economy; and, are a form of currency that is valuable.
However, the value of a favor is unquantified (and often unquantifiable) and generally
non-transferable. Every favor has a different value – ranging from negligible to
priceless. Due to the wide variation in the value of a favor, there is no way for a coin
to hold the value of a favor. So transferability requires a different, innovative approach.
Described herein is a new coin, referred to as FAVR (using the symbol it is expected
to be listed as), that is designed to act as a catalyst for special favors and to extend the
benefits of favors. FAVR brings efficiencies that enables a wider range of participants
to use the currency by introducing structure to this informal economy. But how is this
possible when all favors are unique and therefore each has different value? The key
point is that FAVR does not represent the value of the favor; rather, it represents the
value of a right to a favor. It is a means of assuring the grantor that the favor can be
reciprocated by the grantee or a third-party who would be able to provide a favor of
roughly equal value and perhaps greater value. Like a lottery ticket represents a right
to some potential value, except that with FAVR the holder always gets value. Research
has established a clear powerful connection between willingness to grant a favor and
the grantor’s belief that it will be reciprocated. FAVR provides this assurance by
essentially transferring the right to be granted a favor.
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Introduction

A. History
Favors are a special form of personal currency that have been deployed since the
dawn of civilization. They are informal and difficult to quantify. Based on an IMF
Report on the global informal market, favors are estimated to result in $413 Billion of
economic activity worldwide in 2015 (see section 6 “Research”, below). For reference,
that is nearly 4x the value of all Bitcoin as of November 1, 2018. Most favors have little
cash value, but some are priceless. For example, what is it worth to get an audition for
a movie that can kick-start an actor’s career? Typically there is a quid pro quo – a simple
form of barter. “I owe you one,” is an expression of gratitude but also an admission of
the debt incurred to one who helped you out. Most favors are requested by, and done
for, people with whom one is acquainted – rarely does a favor involve strangers. In part,
that is due to the greater likelihood of a favor being reciprocated by someone who is
known.
Favors are the ultimate local currency. This feature means favors have limited
velocity. They generally begin and end with only two people. Most favors are ordinary.
Some favors are special. Special favors are the ones that ask a lot of someone or they
call on people who have no kinship between them and therefore have no reason to do a
favor for you, such as someone in a superior position who may risk a lot by helping you
and for whom you cannot return a comparable favor.
B. FAVR Coin
FAVR is a coin that facilitates a portion of the informal economy. Favors are
typically bespoke, unquantifiable and based on reciprocation and therefore illiquid.
Favors typically involve some form of kinship – persons known to each other – because
most favors inherently involve some form of reciprocity – direct (back to the grantor)
or indirect (back to another party). Favors will largely continue in their current form
and FAVR is not designed to change this socioeconomic phenomenon. It is designed
to enhance and improve a segment of the favors – those that are performed by a person
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with whom there is no kinship and the form of reciprocity is indirect. It’s asking a lot
– from someone you don’t know well.
FAVR coin is a token of appreciation for the favor that is granted and it can be used by
the recipient to ask a favor of another person.
C. Favor Ledger, Recognition and History
Social status is a factor in favors. Those who do favors for others hope to maintain or
improve their social status. They are in a superior social position because they are in a
position to help another person achieve a desired objective that they could not achieve on
their own. Due to the social aspect of favors, recognition for doing a favor that significantly
helps someone can be beneficial.

However, some who grant favors want to remain

anonymous and FAVR can help them achieve this goal as well.
FAVR, a favor begets a favor. Each FAVR can have its own history. Every time someone
does a favor and hence a FAVR is transferred, it adds to the FAVR blockchain. This
blockchain is unique because it is built not only by computing power but also by
participation of each FAVR recipient. Eventually each FAVR has a chain of favors
requested and granted. There is value to being among the first one on the chain and to know
the history of the FAVR. Therefore it is contemplated that each FAVR will carry an
identifier so that each will have its own Internet presence and a public ledger so that FAVR
participants can view the history and add their participation. It creates a tapestry of a special
form of human interaction that is unique and a type of digital art. In that sense, every coin
is as unique as every favor it was used for. A digital work of art – FAVR stores the hope,
dreams of thousands some of whom will have had their life change dramatically due to a
FAVR.. Imagine if Elvis used a special favor to get his first break – an audition. That would
be reflected in the FAVR history.
D. Competition
People are naturally competitive. FAVR captures the competitive spirit by capturing data that
allows the ranking of each region by the amount of favors. Which FAVR has helped the most
people? In which region are people most likely to benefit from favors?
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FAVR Stability

Fiat currencies gain value from its use in the underlying economic activity of the sector they
are linked to – usually the sector is a geo-political unit such as a state. The state further supports
the currency with taxing power. A virtual currency also derives value from economic activity
within its sector – but the sector cuts across geo-political boundaries and instead is bound by a
socio-economic sector. A virtual currency is not managed by a government and therefore is subject
to potential volatility that can adversely impact its efficacy as a means of transacting and as a store
of value. The solution is to back the currency with assets that dampen volatility. FAVR achieves
that through a very small transaction fee (effectively a tax) on each transaction with any organized
exchange on which that FAVR is listed. The transaction fee will go to a trust that benefits the
holders of FAVR.
(a) Exchange Fee. A small transaction fee, perhaps equal to $0.001 (one tenth of one cent) in
USD or Euro or Bitcoin is payable to a Trust.
(b) FAVR Trust. The Trust accumulates value that backs all FAVR. Eventually the Trust may
have billions of dollars of value backing FAVR. The Trust must be independent. Trustees have a
duty to the Trust. Trust assets must be managed or advised upon by a registered investment advisor
that is properly regulated. The investment advisor’s fee should be less than one percent and should
decline as assets increase. The investment advisor can be affiliated a significant holder of FAVR
and thereby the investment advisor has an interest in ensuring that the FAVR is adopted for use
and is listed on exchanges. The investment advisor can be replaced by Trustees if the trust assets
are not managed appropriately.
(c) FAVR Exchange with Trust. FAVR may be exchanged with the Trust for the lower of 90%
of the FAVR market value (as measured by an average of the prior 5 consecutive days FAVR
transactions on all organized exchanges) or 1/45,000,000th of the Trust assets. The last person to
exchange FAVR receives all the residual value of the Trust.
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3. Economic Utility / Use Cases
It is universally understood that the best use case for a coin or token is to take an inefficient
market or economic activity and add new utility and/or efficiencies. Bitcoin presented a new coin
that enabled secure and anonymous transacting via the internet and digital platforms. As is true of
any currency, it is a store of value and a means of transferring value from one person to another.
It does not create value. For example, if you buy a lawn mower with currency, you are just trading
one value (in paper or coin) in return for the value of a product or serve. . Like Bitcoin, FAVR also
enables a transfer of value and a store of value – but it does more. It actually creates value for the
holder. That’s because every favor adds value to the grantee that is far above the cost to the
grantee. The value of a favor is determined by the grantee who requested it. The grantee receives
that value simply by signaling that he/she will reciprocate in some way – meaning the grantor may
be reasonably sure that the grantor will have the favor returned. And grantors gain something too
– social status and good will and an implied right to ask the grantee to return the favor at a future
time.

A. Value Dynamic
There is an economic disparity between cost and benefit of favors. It typically costs the favor
grantor little or nothing, other than a bit of time or thought, to provide a favor but it can be worth
a great deal to the grantee. The key factor is convincing the grantor that they should do the favor
in a way that is not presumptive or otherwise insulting. Favor grantors naturally consider what’s
in it for them. Research shows favors are much more likely to be granted if the grantor believes
the grantee may be able to reciprocate in the future. Naturally every person mentally calculates
what’s in it for them. They consider the value of a potential relationship with the grantee or with
an organization that the grantee is a part of – such as an alumni organization where there may be
a shared affinity. Of course, the most motivating factor is some means of assuring the grantor that
the favor can be reciprocated by the grantee or by a third-party who would be able to provide a
favor of equal value. FAVR provides this assurance by essentially transferring the right to be
granted a favor. A transfer of the obligation to reciprocate.
FAVR is valuable. But its value varies by person and by circumstance. What is the value of a
right to be granted a favor that could be priceless? But the meta value is not any specific favor but
the ability to act as a catalyst for this informal and illiquid currency.
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B. Individual Utility
Better chance that you can ask for a huge favor and not an ordinary favor.
Increased likelihood that your request for a favor will be granted.
(a) Something to Exchange – Favor for a Favor. Having something to offer in return for
a favor is critical. Studies show that people are much more likely to grant a favor if
they know that the requesting party can reciprocate. Also, people do not want to be
viewed as charity cases. If they have nothing to offer, they are simply relying on
charity.
(b) Ice-breaker. Having a way to start the conversation to ask for a favor is very important
and valuable.
(c) Signaling that your request for a favor is extraordinarily serious. This makes it more
likely that it will be granted.
(d) Signaling that you are a reciprocator. Research shows that people are more likely to
do a favor for someone if they know that the person requesting it has done, or is willing
to do, favors for others (see Boyd, 1989, the Evolution of Indirect Reciprocity). In
fact, people want to avoid those who are not social cooperators (Sylvester & Roberts
2013, Reputation-Based Choice…Indirect Reciprocity).

Those who are non-

reciprocators act as free riders and essentially social parasites. It is very important that
non-cooperators be avoided because reciprocal social structures are ruined when
favors are not-reciprocated. A mechanism for identifying cooperators (Whitelisting)
is as effective as identifying the non-reciprocator (Blacklisting). FAVR acts as a
whitelisting mechanism because those who hold it almost always will have come to do
so by having done a favor.
(e) Social Standing. Being recognized for providing assistance and the goodwill that can
engender is important to grantors.

C. Group/ Society Benefits
Transactional Velocity. Favors are generally limited by kinship and interpersonal relationships.
This means favors are rarely done for strangers because its unknown if a stranger is a reciprocator.
The coin allows for favors to go viral. If the aggregate monthly volume of favor increases by a
velocity factor of 3 it will generate significant economic value in the informal economy.
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Metrics for Informal Economy. This coin enables researchers to better understand a key portion
of the informal economy.
D.

FAVR is Not Barter. It’s Currency that Delivers More Than Face Value
Barter is different from a favor because parties that barter want reciprocity of objectively equal

value. Favors’ value are never equal because a favor’s value is determined by the recipient of the
favor. This is a very important distinction. To illustrate, consider an introduction to a celebrity. I
may value a backstage pass to meet the entertainer John Legend to be worth a million dollars. But
many others wouldn’t even pay a nickel to meet him. In economic terms, I have achieved my
highest utility using a fungible currency.
The good thing about FAVR is that it does not assign value to the favor or act as compensation
for a favor. It conveys the right to request a favor. Its value is the right. One way to think of it –
it is the lottery ticket that conveys the right to receive something. The lottery ticket has value –
but you do not know what value you will get. Now to be clear, FAVR is not a game of chance.
Holders of FAVRs always get something of value. It’s just that the value they get, like beauty, is
in the eye of the beholder.
FAVR is therefore unique because it is the only fungible currency that can deliver value to its
users that is greater than its face value. In that sense, it’s an anomaly among currencies.
Economists love these anomalies because they provide great insight into human interaction and
economic activity.

4. FAVR Use and Market
A. FAVR Value
FAVR is given in return for a favor. The favor could be worth zero dollars or it could be
priceless. The FAVR value is not meant to equal the value of the favor. A key part of FAVR’s
value is its ability to transfer the grantees obligation to reciprocate a favor that has been granted.
The transferability mechanism allows for greater willingness on the part of grantors, greater
liquidity and therefore an increase in the absolute numbers of favors.

FAVR value is further

enhanced by the value of signaling the seriousness of the request, the white-listing of the requestor,
the ability to accelerate the number of favors, the FAVR history and digital artistry;
What is the value of a right to be granted a favor where the favor could be priceless?
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B. Networks/ FAVR breaks through Tribe, Clan and Affinity Barriers
Only a lucky fraction of the population will ever be a part of the Harvard alumni network and
benefit from the favors that alumni are willing to do for each other. The same is true with other
elite schools, clubs, fraternities, sororities and other social organizations. With FAVR, you don’t
need to spend four years and $240,000 to graduate from Harvard. Everyone who has FAVR has
the ability to achieve the same favors as the members of the elite club. In fact, FAVRs have a
way to breakdown barriers between rival organizations. A Yalie might not be keen to do a favor
for a Harvard grad/ or an Oxford grad for a Cambridge fellow – but a FAVR removes the act
from one based solely upon the affinity to one that is based on indirect reciprocity.

C. Dual Use
FAVR has a feature that is rare among coins – it has a dual-use. Duel use means it can be a
currency – but also can be functional for another purpose. The following are examples of dualuse coins.
1. Gold. It is an example of a dual-use instrument. It is used as an alternative currency but
also as a component in jewelry and industrial products.
2. Ether. It is used as an alternative currency and as a factor in the Ethereum platform. Ether
currently has no hard cap. 10% new Ether was mined in 2017.
Dual use instruments are very valuable because the added utility fuels demand. Value is driven
by two or more use cases while supply remains relatively constant. – as a side note, Gold supply
increases by about 1% per year due to mining. Ether supply has seen increases each year as well
with a maximum mint.

C. Pricing/ Supply and Demand Factors
People have two ways to acquire FAVR: (1) by doing a favor for someone who transfers FAVR
to them; or, (2) by purchasing FAVR in the market. It is expected that 90% of FAVR acquisition
will occur in return for a favor. The other 10% will be acquired by purchase – either on an
exchange, an auction or a direct purchase from an individual.
The fact that there are two way to acquire FAVRs presents an interesting price dynamic
because it means there will be less supply available in the market anytime a FAVR is used for a
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favor instead of sold.. The combination of a limited mint and a lower market supply should put
upward pressure on price.

D. Demographics of FAVR Participants.
It is expected that most of those who grant favors will have many contacts and more influence
that makes them valuable as a source of a favor. Therefore grantors will tend to be older, more
social and more connected. Those who request favors will tend to be younger have less
influence and less experience.

E. Transfer
(a) Peer to Peer – favor part of the dual use
FAVR is a peer to peer instrument. The use is not for monetary gain but rather to achieve
objectives that have unquantifiable value.
FAVRs make a very personal gift – especially if it is meant to allow someone to ask a favor
of the person giving the FAVR.
Examples of favors people may ask for:
(1) get estranged relative to meet you or to come to your event;
(2) an audition or interview
(3) to jump to the front of the line or to hold your spot in line
(4) an invitation to an exclusive event
(5) a meeting or a call or other contact
(6) advice
(7) a date
(8) a favor from a remote party – perhaps on the internet
(9) an introduction to someone
(10) to try your new product or service
(11) an extension of time to do something
(12) to babysit or walk the dog
(13) selection for desirable work assignment / project
(14) friends / postings on social media – such as an intro on LinkedIn
(15) tutoring or instruction
(16) volunteer,
(17) give a speech
(18) provide an endorsement
(19) reconnecting with old friends
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(b) Exchange – Currency Dual Use
Those who may come to hold FAVR by purchasing the FAVR - they are not free riders. They
contribute to the community by enabling a transfer value of the FAVR. To reiterate, whatever the
market value of FAVR – it is not a value of the favor requested. It is a value of the FAVR to set
this request apart from any other and the other utility described previously.

(c) Badges
Badges are a way for people to signal they are willing to grant favors. It also means they are
seeking FAVRs. It’s a smart thing to do because they will usually get a FAVR for less than the
market price if they do a favor. Best way is to put a badge on their social media pages or link to a
matching service for favors.

(d) Commercial Road Map for Developers
Developers can employ the FAVR identifier to provide customized services – such as a FAVR
marketplace which could include a matching service that connects favor grantees and grantors.
Such a service could be available on a mobile App to ease the transfer of FAVRs. People looking
for a favor or willing to do a favor can advertise on the developers’ website.

5. Operation
(a) Website. www.favr.io will provide information to the FAVR community. It will be
operated by Vyral Media, a unit of HUTN.
(b) FAVR operation. See Section 5 “Coin Info”.

6. Coin Info
A. Platform
FAVR is built on the Ethereum Platform.

B. Protocol
FAVR uses the ERC-721 Protocol. FAVR has an identifier. The identifier allows for value-
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added service and social recognition.
Smart contracts keep the FAVR ledger (a unique identifier for each FAVR that is used by a web
service to keep a diary that is a user contributed history of the FAVR.

C. Coin Mint
The maximum number of FAVR coin is 40 million. There are only about 4.3 FAVR coins for
every 1,000 people in the world. Scarcity adds to the impact of FAVR.

D. Coin Governance
There is no person or entity that governs FAVR.
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7.

Research

Informal Economy
According to the IMF Working Paper (Medina & Schneider 2018), the informal economy, as
last measured in 2015, amounted to 27.8% of global GDP across all countries. World GDP in
2016 was US$ 74.43 Trillion. Therefore, the informal economy amounted to US$ 20.69 Trillion.
Assuming Favors represent just 2% of the informal economy, they amounted to US$ 413.8 Billion
economic value worldwide on 2015. That is nearly four times the amount of al Bitcoin in
circulation.

Coin Utility
Favors are a form of personal currency and almost all are direct favors – those done for a
specific person with a belief that person will return the favor. Typically the grantee is a close
friend or family member. A person with whom the grantor feels a strong sense of “kinship”
(Hamilton 1970).
Favors are also done for persons with whom kinship is remote or for whom the grantor may not
expect the grantee to reciprocate directly. These are called Indirect Favor.
Studies have shown that Indirect Favors can be sustained even as the number of participants
who share no kinship increases (Camera et al, 2013). This research is clear support for FAVR.
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Motivated by Arbitrage Potential
Those who get a FAVR, whether by granting a favor or by buying a FAVR are seeking to
arbitrage the difference between the value of a right to a favor (FAVR) versus what they can
receive from a favor request. The arbitrage is clear for those who grant an arbitrage request. It
costs them very little to grant the request, but they gain a FAVR that allows them to request a favor
from someone which could be worth hundreds or thousands of dollars or save them hours of time.
Inherently, the favor is worth a great deal to the person requesting it and costs the grantor little or
nothing.
To illustrate, Jane asks for an introduction to Oprah ($5,000 value to the grantee) with a hope
that she will agree to write a review of her brilliant new book. She heard a speech by Jerry who
mentioned he is best friends with Oprah’s husband. She calls Jerry and asks if he will do a favor
for a favor, a FAVR – will he introduce her to Oprah? Jerry asks her about herself and why the
favor is so important. Jerry agrees to grant the favor ($.15 cost to grantor) and calls his friend and
explains the situation for 10 minutes. A phone introduction with Oprah is then scheduled for the
next day. Jerry receives the FAVR. Later that day, Jerry arranges to buy tickets for the latest
Broadway show – Bill, the agent, says front row tickets cost $150 each – but all the front row
tickets are being held for VIPs. Jerry asks Bill if he will do a favor for a favor – a FAVR ? Jerry
will pay the cash cost of the tickets but he asks Bill to give him two of the VIP tickets ($1,000
value to the grantee). Bill doesn’t know Jerry and has no rational reason to grant the favor but for
the FAVR. Bill agrees to grant the favor ($0 cost to grantor) and subsequently Bill receives the
FAVR. Bill decides to give the FAVR as a gift to his daughter ($200 value to grantee), Liz who
is graduating from college. Liz think about selling FAVR for $80 ($80 value to grantee) but
instead decides to use it to snag an interview she could not get yesterday. She asks the human
resources coordinator of a major tech company if he can include her on the college interview
schedule ? A favor for a favor – a FAVR. The HR coordinator does not know Liz and has no
rational reason to grant the request other than gaining a FAVR. He agrees to grant the favor ($0
cost to grantee) and subsequently receives the FAVR. The HR coordinator cannot think of any
favor to request now so decides to put it up sale for $75 and if it does not sell at that price he knows
he will either lower the price or will eventually find a favor to ask someone (value to him of right
to ask a favor is $75 more than it cost him to grant the favor).
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In all of the above examples, the favor was worth a lot to the grantee and the grantor could grant
it at little or no cost. The grantor’s reward is a FAVR – the right to request a favor and become a
grantee.

Coin Personalization
Favor are, by their nature, personal. Each FAVR is personalized and a ledger records each
recipient. That personalization allows each person to gain recognition for their support. To build
good will beyond the single individual to whom they granted a favor.

Coin Value - Collectible
Each coin is identifiable and personalized as described above. This means some coins may
come to be more valuable than the average coin. For example, a coin may become collectible if
its history includes celebrities or special events (such as a FAVR used to request a lottery ticket
that then wins $90 million). Collectible coins gain value from notoriety. Such coins will not trade
on any exchange but may be auctioned.
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